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In the face of increasing COVID-19 cases statewide, Arkansas prepares to confront a testing              
crisis. This week, Northwest Arkansas’s major medical providers admitted as much, narrowing            
test eligibility criteria as supplies continue to dwindle. Our ability to combat this pandemic is               
contingent upon our capacity to test, trace, and isolate infected community members. Nearly             
one month ago, Washington Regional described the COVID-19 frontier in Northwest Arkansas            
as a “serious public health emergency” in a sobering statement. Their assessment continues to              
bear fruit. In the absence of substantial change to Arkansas’s COVID-combatting strategy,            
recent UAMS modeling predicts 20,000 new daily infections by the end of September, outpacing              
New York City’s peak by more than 13,000.  
 
“I echo Governor Hutchinson’s appeal to the President to invoke the Defense Production Act to               
replenish Arkansas’s COVID-19 testing supplies,” family nurse practitioner and Democratic          
candidate for U.S. Congress Celeste Williams said. “This is not about politics - public safety               
isn’t a partisan issue. We’re asking our leaders to rise to this challenge; to-date, they               
have fallen short. Our region hasn’t been spared in the increased demand for testing, and               
healthcare providers statewide are being asked to conserve precious resources. To correct            
course, we must solicit the authority of the Defense Production Act to promote the production               
testing supplies and of remdesivir - a promising COVID-19 treatment that is also in dangerously               
low supply here in NW Arkansas.,” Williams continued, “As a healthcare professional, I’m             
worried, but not without hope. There are steps we can take right now to combat this                
virus, and we must act now to save lives.”  
 
  
Fast Facts:  

● While UAMS models currently predict a daily case load of 20K by the end of September,                
UAMS Chancellor Cam Patterson stated if everyone wears a mask that prediction is             
reduced to 6K.  

● The best way to reduce the spread of COVID-19 and protect yourself, your family, and               
your community is to adhere to the 3 Ws: wear a mask, watch your distance (maintain                
six feet between you and those around you,) and wash your hands often.  
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********** 
MEDIA AVAILABILITY: Celeste is available for interviews via video conferencing and phone. 
 
BIO: Celeste is a graduate of Southern Nazarene University and the University of             
Arkansas for Medical Sciences. She works as a family nurse practitioner, and is a              
member of the American Nurses Association, Arkansas Nurses Association, and the           
American Association of Nurse Practitioners. She is active in her community through            
Rotary and her church. She lives just outside of Bella Vista with her husband and four                
children. 


